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Introduction 
High quality LED Street lighting will perform as a reliable asset for many years if procured correctly. 

The market is highly competitive and there are large differences in performance of lighting between 

different manufacturers, with many claims.  The addition of smart controls adds a layer of 

complexity that is littered with acronyms and terminology you have never heard before.  

As a council officer, you have been tasked to upgrade street lighting in your municipality.  This is a 

once in career opportunity to get it right………or get it wrong.  

 How do you do it?  

 Where to start?  

 What are the risks? 

 What are business models on offer? 

 What do we want to achieve?  

Are we responsible for street lighting?  
In most jurisdictions across Australia, the local government authority is responsible for setting 

lighting standards on local roads under its control. A detailed legal review of this responsibility 

should be undertaken by a specialised lawyer who understands the street lighting asset and its 

relationship with DNSP utilities.  In States such as Queensland and Victoria, through the respective 

Local Government Act and Road Management Act, street lighting is clearly the responsibility of the 

local council even though it may choose to vest ownership and maintenance responsibilities of the 

street lighting asset to DNSP utilities.  

Your project team 
Street lighting as an asset usually falls to the Engineering or Infrastructure services team or because 

of the direction of climate change, the Environmental team, however because these projects are 

usually large in contract value and complex, your project team should be representatives of:  

 Procurement Governance  

 Finance   

 Engineering   

 Environmental  

 Planning  

 IT  

Ensuring a multi-discipline project team ensures that the goals of the infrastructure project are 

equally considered.  

Engaging a Consultant or external adviser 
With the complexity of technology, in a specialised market, it is important for your potential 

tenderers to ensure any advisors you engage as a council are working impartially for the benefit of 

you the customer and the outcomes of the project. Due to the large potential contract values 

involved, you should seek the input of:  



 Probity and Legal Advisors 

 Strategic Procurement Advisors with a working knowledge of the electrical and lighting 

industry 

Any advisor you engage should sign a statutory declaration indicating that their businesses are not in 

any way conflicted with any potential tenderers, suppliers or incumbent DNSP utilities that may be 

involved at any stage of the project.  

Many of the companies who may tender these projects are large multi-national organisations with 

deep connections into all levels of government; Local, State, Federal and International.  

Probity and ethics and commercial relationships are scrutinised and analysed and any perceptions of 

conflict of interest erodes quickly erodes good will which are the necessary components in 

negotiating contracts successfully in under contract law in Australia.  

RAB Value or Written Down Value (WDV) 
Most councils are familiar with long held asset management and renewal programs. These asset 

renewal programs are based using a methodology of depreciated replacement value.  

Due to the legacy arrangements that have been in place, the council in any contract model is likely to 

have to compensate the DNSP utility for the Regulatory Asset Base Value (RAB) of the streetlights 

that are to be replaced.  

Up until now, your council has most likely had an ordinarily undocumented normal practice of either 

enforcing that property developers fund new street lighting assets or the council fund the assets in 

which the Australian Energy Regulator terms as Contributed Assets. In some States, DNSP utilities 

provide tariffs that include the cost of the CAPEX and these are often termed as Non-Contributed 

Assets. The ownership of these assets is then commonly transferred from the council to the DNSP 

utility under a legal term called vesting.  

The vesting of these assets promises long term maintenance rights per asset type to the utility. In 

changing the asset type, the council must first compensate the DNSP utility for that vesting 

arrangement.  

That value is combination of the future maintenance revenue and a combination of the agreed value 

of the Regulated Asset Base. It has no basis of the depreciated replacement value.  

The council should understand early what this value may be before it begins its procurement 

programme to ensure that the value is counted in any of its financial project evaluations. In many 

cases, potential tenderers may be able to suggest a sophisticated financial mechanism that deals 

with this value to be paid and is taken into account in the evaluation of the Net Present Value (NPV) 

of the project.  

Depending of the value paid, strong consideration should be given by the council as to whether it 

wishes to be forced into any future arrangements like the current one.   

Your council may want to consider still engaging the DNSP Utility as the primary maintenance 

provider but retain ownership rights of the Smart LED Street lighting asset to avoid any future 

compensation payments.  



Risk Management 
A detailed risk management model should be mapped out with any major procurement and 

infrastructure project. These smart lighting projects often encompass the opportunity to redesign an 

asset with the future in mind and any risk management process should include (not exhaustive) list 

of questions such as:  

 Demographics of the region and ageing forecasts and will their demand for more public 

lighting?  

 Can we accurately forecast the costs of doing nothing?  

 How old are the current assets and what are the avenues for asset renewal?  

 What is our projected Business As Usual (Approach) and cost?  

 What are the electrical safety risks?   

 What are all the paths to comply with wiring rules?  

 What could be the future intangible asset value of the streetlight with smart technologies?  

 What are the risks for using consultants that may be conflicted?  

 Are we promoting and encouraging greater competition?  

 What are all the environmental risks?  

Contract Model 
There are number of contract models that you might want to consider for the project. Some models 

are better at managing long term risk while giving the benefits of ownership without the complexity 

of day to day management of assets.  

Public Private Partnership (PPP)  
Awareness should be given to the contract value including construction and maintenance and 

whether that overall value triggers any procurement threshold for the consideration of a PPP. For 

example in Victoria, if the total contract value exceeds $50M AUD, then the department making the 

procurement must give consideration to the PPP Model. The public private partnership as defined by 

COAG is as follows:  

A service contract between the public and private sectors where the government pays the private 

sector (typically a consortium) to deliver infrastructure and related services over the long term.  The 

private provider will build the facility and operate or maintain it to specified standards over a long 

period.  The private provider usually finances the project.   

PPPs typically make the private sector parties who build public infrastructure financially responsible 

for its condition and performance through the asset's lifetime.   

Special Project Vehicle 
One service delivery option would be to establish a Special Project Vehicle (SPV) in which the Council 

has an ownership interest.  The appeal of this approach lies partially in the sharing of benefit and risk 

by and the private sector service provider. It may also enable the council to take the public lighting 

assets “off balance” but council should seek its own legal and statutory advice on this matter 

Supply and Install and Vest to DNSP 
This contract model creates a specification, procures contractors to install, undertakes the 

construction and once construction is finished, all the assets are vested at no cost to the DNSP 

Utility. For councils that want simplicity using procurement methods they are familiar may prefer 

keeping the status quo.  



These procurement method is defined as a Business as Usual approach and for councils who have 

very few streetlight points, or that public lighting is not seen as a core community asset and do not 

want to incorporate any smart technology, then this contract model may suffice.  

In exchange for the simplicity, in vesting the assets, you also give up long term rights to those assets 

Performance Management Contract 
Energy Performance Contracting is a way of implementing energy efficiency projects and 

equipment/plant/maintenance upgrades in all types of facilities and buildings including streetlights. 

It provides a transparent way to manage risks, while guaranteeing outcomes and results. 

 

 

The services that an ESCO (contractor undertaking a Performance Management Contract) will 

perform include:  

1. performing an energy audit, lighting design known as a Detailed Facility Study (DFS) or Lighting 
Masterplan 
2. establishing baseline energy use for specific equipment, systems, or the facility as a whole; 
3. designing the project in consultation with the Customer; 
4. undertaking turnkey supply, installation and commissioning of equipment; 
5. training or briefing Customer personnel; 
6. operating and maintaining the equipment for the life of the contract; 
7. conducting measurement and verification (M&V) to determine the actual savings; and 
8. providing savings and equipment performance guarantees. 
 
Other items such as technical, civil and legal liability risk can also be priced into these types of 
contracts and should be detailed before the tender.  
 



The nature of the contract is intended to be long term so a good contract and legal advice should be 
well established before the contract and the outcomes clearly understood.  
 
The contract model is widely used in Canada and Europe and the scope can be flexible.  

Engaging an Electrical or Lighting Consultant 
Typical council specific streetscape projects involve an architect or landscape architect engaging an 

electrical or lighting consultant to write a technical specification. These types of specifications 

involve a specialised firm to write a shopping list on achieving a desired level of lighting and 

functionality throughout the project. The council officers discuss and agree with the design team on 

the design intent with some rudimentary estimated budgets.    

The council then must seek funding sources to fund the project based on these estimated values 

that are devised by the design team. Once funding is secured, often much later, the specifications 

then form part of the tendering documents and civil successful contractors then sub-contract to 

electrical installation firms provide prices to supply and install the project.  

As is with the current practice, the original design intent is often diluted with many electrical 

contractors offering alternatives for equipment and technology.  

Contractually electrical firms must ensure the installation is electrically safe but often they are not 

contracted for any asset failure or functionality risk beyond the 12 months defect liability period. 

This risk 

The entire value chain of Smart LED Street lighting can be extraordinarily complex and to define a 

detailed specification may cost the council more in producing this specification with many issues 

such as funding and contractual risk to manage beyond the design specification.  

However, for simple and small energy efficiency only projects or where the assets are vested to the 

DNSP utility, then this option can be considered.   

Outcomes based specification 
An outcomes based specification enables the council to consider some basic core outcomes that 

they want the project to achieve and it might include:  

 Term of the contract 

 Energy Efficient  

 Minimum 10 year warranty and warranty passed through 

 Street lighting that reduces spill light 

 Cost neutral over the term of the contract 

 Ability for network to  

 Risk Management 

 Intellectual property rights  

 Open Industry based Smart technologies such as LoRa® 6LowPAN, WI-FI that support other 

council services 

 Financial Solutions that demonstrate a lower total cost of ownership  

 Improve avenues of equipment supply to increase competition through supply  

 Services that encompass triple bottom line principles. 

 


